
 
 

112th Annual General Meeting 

 
Minutes of the 111th Annual General Meeting Held via ZOOM 

on Wednesday, 26 May 2021 at 19:00 hours 

 
Minutes of the 111th Annual General Meeting held via ZOOM on Wednesday, 26 May 2021 at 

19:00 hours. 

 

The following is a summary of the proceedings taken with the assistance of transcripts from a 

recording of the Meeting and not a verbatim report. 

 

Mrs Woodall opened the meeting with apologies from Mr Bahanda, Mr Douglas, Mr Earp, Mr 

Heslop and Mrs Thompson. 

 

Minutes of the 110th Annual General Meeting: 

 

Acceptance of Minutes proposed by Mrs Hill (Runnymede Road) and Mrs Dunigan 

(Runnymede Road). 

 

Matters Arising From Minutes of 110th Annual General Meeting: 

 

There were no matters arising. 

 

Chairmen’s Report for 2020: 

 

Messrs Haley and Savin presented their report with a slideshow. 

 

Financial Report: 

 

Revenue Account: Proposed by Mr Scott (Grenville Court). 

 

Capital & Resources Account:  Proposed by Mr Gilchrist (Woodside). 

 

  



Declaration of Rent: 

 

Messrs Haley and Savin referred to the Accounts and explained the calculation of the rent 

charge which was declared at £35 for 2021 in accordance with Clause 20(c) of the Trust Deed.  

 

Appointment of Auditors: 

 

Messrs Haley and Savin thanked Ryecroft Glenton for their professional advice throughout 

2020 and recommended re-appointing them for 2021.  Proposed by Mr Scott (Grenville Court), 

seconded by Mrs Hill (Runnymede Road). 

 

Election of Committee: 

 

As there were more nominations than vacancies, a vote was necessary for the Election of 

Committee. 

 

Results of Vote: 

 

      No. of   Elected: Not Elected: 

      Votes: 

 

Current Members Retiring by Rotation: 

 

Alastair Gilchrist     34  ✔ 

Sangeet Jaidka     33  ✔ 

Andrew Pile     39  ✔ 

John Scott      35  ✔ 

 

Nominations: 

 

Andrew Birch     27     ✔ 

Atul Malhotra     31  ✔ 

David Richards     38  ✔ 

 

These results include 45 proxies allocated to the Co-Chairs.  These proxies were allocated pro-

rata to the votes received. 

 

 

 

  



Letters Received: 

 

Question 1 – Mr Keough, Eastern Way 

 

Following my interaction with your plan approval process regarding application 57/21 

it is apparent that the approval process is seriously flawed.  If an applicant submits plans 

which show compliance with the Byelaws, then they will be passed even if observations 

have been made that the plans do not match reality and the proposed extension will 

result in a breach.  Yes, you have added some lawyer weasel words to the consent letter.  

As a Chartered Engineer, part of my training was to fix problems as early as possible 

in the process, so why has the Committee failed on this occasion to take action and 

protect the Byelaws? 

 

Answer 

 

Consent is issued subject to the condition that the applicant has shown accurately the legal 

boundaries to the property that is the subject of the application and, on the assumption, there 

are no boundary disputes.  The Estate Committee will not comment upon or approve legal 

boundaries or become involved in any boundary disputes between owners. If it is discovered 

that the boundaries have not been shown accurately or there is a boundary dispute the Estate 

Committee reserve the right to revoke this consent and/or take appropriate enforcement 

action. 

 

Question 2 – Petition Signed by 13 Owners 

 

An introduction is first provided in order to explain the reasons for the petition. 

 

Introduction 

 

The Darras Hall Estate Byelaws consider that the Estate is semi-rural, and even mention 

it being called the "Garden City of the North".  The purpose of the Byelaws is to ensure 

the Estate's semi-rural nature is maintained. 

 

In a time when the importance of environmental protection and development is ever 

more widely understood and accepted, many would consider that it is now necessary to 

go beyond mere maintenance, and additionally to promote the Estate's environment, 

particularly as regards its wildlife and ecosystems. 

 

Yet it is a matter of common observation that the semi-rural nature of the Estate is 

actually gradually being degraded, with the estate becoming increasingly urbanised.  

 



Three trends are observed : 

 

1. Properties are becoming more urbanised due to increasing house size, 

and/or increased areas of hard landscaping (e.g. block paving), and/or 

by the replacement of soft boundaries by hard boundaries. 

 

2. Now that Darras Hall is full and has no more empty plots, there is 

increasing sub¬ division of existing plots to provide additional housing. 

This may include the deliberate destruction of existing wild life 

ecosystems. 

 

3. Combinations of both 1 and 2. 

 

The increasing difference between what should be expected from adherence to the 

Byelaws and what is actually being delivered is causing considerable concern among 

many residents of the Estate.  The difference has been brought into focus by the recent 

demand for an Annual Rent/Service Charge of £35.  The fee is to provide the resources 

whereby the Byelaws are upheld. Why does the fee still have to be paid if the Byelaws 

are not properly upheld? 

 

The Byelaws need to be changed to reflect the following facts : 

 

1. The Estate is now full.  It contains no more significant areas of land that can 

be utilised for additional housing. 

 

Of course existing houses may be refurbished and enhanced to maintain 

good standards of living, but there should be no expansion to the detriment 

of the environment. 

 

2. Global warming and climate change require that everyone contribute to 

improving the environment and ecosystems, and not letting them 

deteriorate.  'Everyone' should include the residents of Darras Hall.  We need 

positive and practical proactive approaches to enhancing the environment. 

 

3. The present urbanisation of Darras Hall steadily reduces the value of the 

Estate, and the individual properties within it, as a green space for living and 

working, and does not reflect its 'Garden City' credentials. 

 

Petition: 

 

The petition describes: 

 

• the goals to be achieved, 

• the strategies to be used to achieve the goals, 

• the tactics required to implement the strategies. 

  



Goals: 

1. To maintain the premier status of the Estate by ensuring its rural ambience 

is maintained. 

(This goal is taken directly from the Introduction to the current Byelaws). 

2. To prevent the Estate from degrading to a semi-urban area. 

3. To develop the Estate as a 'Garden Community' whose environment and 

quality of life is enhanced through promotion of the environment and local 

& adjacent ecosystems. 

 

Strategies: 

 

1. Update the Byelaws to reflect that the housing capacity of Darras Hall is 

now full, and future property development must conform to that fact. 

2. Treat the Byelaws as something positive, worth upholding, not as irritating 

constraints to be got round wherever possible. 

3. Develop a 'Gardening Support Club' which provides advice and support on 

gardening matters.  It would provide help to residents on such matters as 

maintaining boundaries, minimum maintenance gardening (not all who 

enjoy gardens are also keen gardeners, or are able to spend significant time 

and resources on their garden), and making their garden friendly to bees, 

insects, and other wildlife.  Possibly help for those wishing to continue 

living in Darras Hall but cannot manage their own gardens? 

 

Tactics: 

(The following references are to the Darras Hall Estate Byelaws document of 

01 May 2011, and should be read in conjunction with the relevant Byelaws). 

 

1. Pages 1 & 2. A "Breach of Covenant" appears to have little effect, including 

on any subsequent sale. The fact that currently legal action is only taken 'in 

some instances' seems to encourage further breaches. 

Since the validity of the Trust Deed has been tested in the courts and upheld, 

every Breach should always be automatically followed by a legal 

prosecution that either prevents that Breach from being implemented and/or 

requires immediate restitution in full of the Breach. 

The Byelaws should be amended as follows : 

2. BYELAWS - GENERAL NOTES, point i. The committee should have no 

discretion. The Byelaws must ALWAYS be upheld. 

3. BYELAWS - GENERAL NOTES, point j. It should be MANDATORY to 

apply the provisions outlined in the Environment Agency "Guidance on the 

permeable surfacing of front gardens" to ALL areas of impervious surfaces 

over 5 square metres in size. Note the extra provisions for clayey soil. The 

document is available at 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploa

ds/attachme nt data/file/7728/pavingfrontgardens.pdf . 

A MANDATORY upper limit to the area of hard landscaping at the front of 

properties should be applied. The hard landscaping of the entire front of a 

property should not be permitted; a minimum of soft landscaping MUST be 

MANDATORY. 

Garages must not be sited unnecessarily far from driveway entrances, so that 

the length of driveway necessary to link the two is minimised. 



4. BYELAWS -PART B - BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES, point 9d. This 

rule must ALWAYS be upheld to ensure there is a reasonable distance 

between properties at both sides. 

5.   BYELAWS -PART B - BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES point 10 (i).  

The sub¬ dividing of plots should not be permitted. 

6. BYELAWS -PART B - BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES, point 10 (ii). 

The 20% footprint limit of the ground area of buildings should apply to all 

plots up to 0.4 acre in size. For ALL plots exceeding 0.4 acre in size, the 

maximum footprint limit should be 20% of 0.4 acres. 

7.   BYELAWS -PART B - BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES, point 10 (a). 

The overall height of any replacement building must not exceed that of the 

original building. New buildings should take into account the nature of the 

adjacent houses, e.g. not placing exceptionally large houses next to 

bungalows. 

 

Answer 

 

Although the Byelaws provide a framework for governance of the Estate, they are by no 

means a substantial enough document to cover each and every eventuality. Therefore, there 

must be some mechanism for discretion by the Committee. We are keen to meet to discuss 

how we could potentially support the proposed petition and the Estate Office will be in touch 

in the coming weeks to set up a meeting. 

 



Question 3 – Mr Oliver, Western Way 

 

I'd just like to ask if the Committee has raised the issue of road and pavement sweeping 

with the town and county councils.  The overall standards seem poor throughout the 

Estate and this can only be attributed to the frequency of sweeping being inadequate. 

 

I've personally not seen any machines operating in the area and an older resident who 

had resorted to sweeping the gutter outside of her property commented that she had 

never seen street cleaning taking place. 

 

Suburban areas of Newcastle seem to benefit from a much more regular regime despite 

their significantly lower council tax rates so we have to suspect there is room for 

improvement. 

 

Answer 

 

We raised the issue of gully clearing and road sweeping late last year and early this year and 

some remedial action was taken by NCC.   However, this was during the winter 

months.  T h e  Committee are not directly responsible and have no direct authority for 

highways issues raised. We will continue to influence where possible. Until then, we 

encourage owners to raise issues directly with NCC via their online forms at Northumberland 

County Council - Protecting roads, pavements & verges. 

 

https://www.northumberland.gov.uk/Highways/Roads/Protection.aspx
https://www.northumberland.gov.uk/Highways/Roads/Protection.aspx


Question 4 – Mr Dorward, Western Way 

 

Dear Sirs, 

 

I would like to be able to ask a question, the question falls in two parts: 

 

Why did DHEC think it reasonable to give staff members a £200 Christmas Bonus in 

2020 and why are they wasting residents money sending out information on 4 separate 

sheets of paper to residents, when this could have all fitted on one side of one sheet. 

The emphasis of the mail shot was a new website and going paperless? 

 

Answer 

 

The Estate Office have worked incredibly hard throughout this period. 

 

The Committee made the decision that given the uncertainty of the pandemic and the higher 

than usual number of unpaid rents, they could not award the staff an annual increase last 

year. However, the office staff have worked tirelessly throughout the year and often gone 

above and  beyond the call of duty at this difficult time to ensure business as normal for estate 

affairs. This has included voluntarily undertaking shopping trips for some of our more 

vulnerable owners and making telephone contact with others. 

 

As a small token of the Estate Committee’s appreciation for all the staff have done, the 

Committee took the decision to award them a small Christmas bonus. 

 

The Committee have received a number of complimentary comments regarding how  well the 

staff have performed during this difficult time. 

 

It is the Committee’s desire in time to achieve a paperless operation, which we are all working 

hard towards this.  We do not consider that we are wasting owners money as the cost of 

sending 1 sheet of paper is the same as sending several. As more owners come on board 

requesting email contact, we would hope that the need to send anything through the post will 

diminish. 

 



Question 5 – Mr Birch, Eastern Way 

 

Apart from Salaries, most funds are being spent on the Bridlepath, nearly £34k in 2020. 

Can you please detail how this money was spent? One section was resurfaced in spring 

of 2020, and anyone who used the path in the winter of that year will have seen that 

unfortunately that work was completely lost as the surface became a muddy mess, 

clearly the methodology needs to be revisited before any more money is wasted. 

 

Also the Committee is aware that access to this facility breaks the Disability 

Discrimination Act as disabled people cannot  access it  due to the barriers at Ponteland 

Park, Eastern Way and The Broadway. These barriers are the responsibility of NCC but 

as just emailing them has not resulted in positive action, is it not time to spend some of 

this money to assist the NCC in the removal of these obstructions for the benefit of 

residents, who you represent, and who pay towards this facilities upkeep and yet are 

denied access to it? 

 

Answer 

 

Debmat resurfaced the section of the Bridlepath between Station Court and Eastern Way 

in late February/early March 2020.  This work involved repair work to 11 “bad” sections 

and a dressing to the entire section.  The condition of this section of the path over the 

winter was not always as good as the Committee would have wished.  The Committee 

held a review meeting with Debmat  to try to understand what could have been done better.  

We learnt the following: 

 

1. We had reduced the number of “bad areas from 11 to 4. 

2. The work on “bad” areas probably resulted in moving the problem further along the 

path rather than solving it completely. This will often be a problem that we 

experience without spending more money in putting down significantly more 

chippings. 

3. Drainage channels may need more frequent clearance in some areas as drainage 

becomes limited due to accumulation of vegetation. 

 

We have agreed to do the following: 

 

1. Carry out some further work on the 4 “bad” sections using larger grade of aggregate 

and a top dressing. 

2. Cutting some drainage channels to encourage water to flow away from the path. 

3. Look at removing some or all of the vegetation cut down during maintenance work. 

4. Encourage owners not to dump garden waste on the estate land. 

5. Investigate drains from gardens which hare directing water onto estate land. 

 

Hopefully these initiatives will enable us to learn the best and most cost effective way to 

maintain the bridle path going forward. We will then apply the improved process to other 

section as and when the need and budget allow. We do not feel that it has in any way negatively 

affected the service that we provide. 

 



A breakdown of categories of expenditure for surface maintenance, annual contract cost, tree 

maintenance, dog poo bags and other costs is available from the Estate Office. 

 

Because the Bridlepath is a Public Bridleway and National Cycle Route, we need to 

coordinate any changes with NCC. At the time that we discussed with NCC and got 

agreement to remove the barrier between Dunsgreen and Meadow Court, the Footpaths 

Officer agreed to come up with a solution for the Bridlepath that took into account 

accessibility requirements, safety concerns and current regulations. Our last contact 

regarding this was early last week, with a local resident who is on the local footpaths group 

and has agreed to raise this again with the NCC Footpaths Officer at the next meeting of the 

group. 

 

Question 6 – Mr Birch, Eastern Way 

 

The Committee has one main source of revenue, the annual charge. As I pay what is 

due, I am concerned that the accounts for 2018/19/20 each show that 5%, 5% and 14% 

respectively, of this amount were unpaid, this represents between 140 and 400 

properties, and between £5k and £14k (this could be the cost funding 3 speed cameras?) 

 

Over the last 3 years exactly how many owners were pursued through the courts for 

non payment? 

 

How many properties have had 'Breach' notices served for non payment in that same 

period? 

 

This year the payment option facilities has actually been reduced due to the loss of an 

online payment option on the new website. 

 

When will this Committee recognise the time has come to actively 'collect' this charge 

and introduce Direct Debit as the vehicle to achieve this? If the answer is 'that it is too 

costly" please provide a detailed breakdown to support that statement, as I have figures 

that show this could be achieved at a cost which is a fraction of the revenue currently 

being lost each year. 

 

Answer 

 

You will note in the Receipts and Revenue Accounts that there was an increase in the rent 

charges recovered in 2020 compared with 2019. As a non-profit making organisation the 

finance team always pay particular attention to both Income and Expenditure.  The detail of 

the paid/unpaid rents are presented to the Committee at their MGM and unpaid rents are 

pursued in the following manner: 

April - rent charge notices are sent out to all owners 

April - reminders are sent to all owners who have not yet paid 

 September - letter before action sent 

November/December - application to Court 

A decision was made by the Committee at the end of 2020 due to the COVID Crisis and 

Government Guidance that the Committee would allow a further period of time to those who 

had not yet paid their rent charge. 

 

In May 2021 the Committee issued 196 owners with a request to bring their unpaid rents up 

to date and will pursue through the courts where necessary.  The remaining 2021 unpaid 

rents will be pursued in the above manner. 



 

During the period 2018-2020 a total of 76 Owners were issued with letters before action 

which resulted in 11 applications being made to the court which have now all been paid. 

 

The Committee have been advised that they are unable to register a breach due to non-

payment of rent as the breach is registered against the property not the individual who is liable 

for the debt.  The Committee offer Owners many ways to pay their rent charge which are by 

cash, cheque, bank transfer, internet banking, mobile banking, card payments either by phone 

or by calling into the office, and directly via the Website. 

 

The Committee have looked into the possibility of arranging a direct debit facility and should 

enough owners request it to warrant the administration charges associated with the 

arrangement we would look into it further.  Owners also have the option of setting up a 

regular standing order with their own banking facility which would not incur additional 

charges to the Darras Hall Estate Committee. 

 

Direct Debit Collection Charges for 200 owners would be as follows:- 

• Initial Set-up Fee for Facility Management service £ 69.99 

• Set-up fee per owner £1.80 x 200 £360.00 

• BACS file charge to send data £ 4.00 

• Rent Collection fee £0.42 x 200 £ 84.00 

• TOTAL Set-up fees and 200 Rent Collections £517.99 

Additional Regular Monthly Charges when required are 

• BACS files charge to send data £ 4.00 

• Unlimited Reports Charge £ 20.00 

• Unpaid Direct Debits £ 0.75 

Any additional direct debit collections would be charged at £1.80 setup fee £0.42 collection 

fee £4 BACS file charge to send data and £20 Reports Charge. 

 

We must ask the question would owners who withhold payment of their rent charge be prepared 

to complete a direct debit mandate. 

 

Is it fair to owners who do pay their rent charge in a timely manner to have to contribute to the 

charges above? 

 

 



Question 7 – Mrs Dunigan, Runnymede Road 

 

Part 1 

 

• At the last AGM 5 new members were appointed by the owners to the Darras Hall 

Estate Committee, subsequently the committee decided to appoint joint Chairmen 

in the structure of the committee. Can you share with the owners what benefits and 

opportunities this has given the committee so far in the governance of the Estate? 

 

Part 2 

 

• In the views of many frustrated owners the restrictions of the Trust Deed and bylaws 

is increasingly being ignored. Although this has been an ongoing issue, how does 

this new committee intend to tackle the problem bearing in mind many owners have 

little regard to the covenant and the sanctions that have been issued in the past by 

the committee to preserve the ethos of the Estate? What visual monitoring process 

is currently in place to identify potential breaches and what additional innovative 

actions are intended in the future? 

 

Answer 

Part 1 

• The Committee members all give their time for free. The role of Chairman has 

traditionally been very time consuming and Committee members were 

reluctant put themselves forward for the role as it had traditionally been carried 

out. Scott and David offered to share the responsibilities and the rest of the 

Committee undertook to support them more in order to make the role more 

achievable and less arduous. This is not the first time that this approach has 

been taken and as many people have busy lives it will probably not be the last. 

We do not feel that it has in any way affected the service that we provide. 

 

Part 2 

 

• Please provide the Committee with testimonial from these disgruntled owners.  

The Committee works diligently to respond to and issues brought directly to 

their attention.  The Committee respond to all correspondence. Sometimes we 

do not have the answer or it is outside our remit  but we will always endeavour 

to do our best or to put the owner in touch with the responsible agency. 

 

• All owners have a responsibility for the welfare of the Estate. As a result, 

owners, whether or not they are Committee members, should raise any 

legitimate concerns with the Committee. Prompt action and consultation is 

always preferable to enforcement. 

 



Question 8 – Mrs Butcher, Meadowvale 

 

Matters I would like to be addressed at forthcoming AGM: 

 

1. Over-development of sites 

2. Removal of hedges 

3. Block-paving 

 

Answer 

 

All planning applications are considered on their own merits and a decision is dependent 

upon any observations/objections received. 

 

Byelaw 10(ii) prevents over-development of sites in that development of and extensions 

to each site are restricted to a living area projected to the ground NOT exceeding 20% of 

the site area up to a maximum of 280sqm, provided that the proposed structure complies 

otherwise with all Byelaws. Discretion is available to the Committee on sites over 0.75 

acre. 

 

The Committee do not look favourably upon the removal of existing healthy vegetation. 

 

Any proposed impervious surface over 5sqm requires the permission of NCC Planning 

Department. Owners should limit the area of all types of hard landscaping to the front of 

properties to allow for large areas of soft landscaping schemes. 

 



Question 9 – Mr Hague, High View 

 

With regard to the treatment of plot frontages it is clear that current procedures are 

failing to protect the landscape dominated ambience for which Darras Hall is 

celebrated. The development is being progressively suburbanised. 

 

There is an urgent need to strengthen the Estate's defences to try to stem this erosion. 

Historic England has indicated that the creation of Conservation Areas is the means 

whereby areas of historic interest can be managed and protected. 

 

They say that Conservation Areas can cover transport links and can include elements 

such as, "the historic layout of roads, paths and boundaries that contribute to a familiar 

and cherished local scene". 

 

I would suggest that the original Estate distributor roads are one such element that 

would gain much greater protection from being designated as a Conservation Area. 

 

I therefore propose that the Estate Committee resolve to approach the Northumberland 

County Planning Authority with a request for them to establish a Darras Hall 

Conservation Area to include the following Estate roads and their immediate environs, 

 

Broadway  Moor Lane 

Darras Road  Eastern Way 

Runnymede Road The Rise 

Fox covert Lane Middle Drive 

Western Way  Whinfell Road 

Woodside 

 

The designation to include policies designed to protect the landscape dominated 

environment within these distributors, together with a suitable management Plan. 

 

Answer 

 

The Byelaws are currently under review with particular emphasis on Byelaw 13 which 

relates to road frontage boundaries. Perhaps the gentleman who submitted this question 

would be willing to come and assist the Committee in the development of the Byelaws? 

 



Question 10 – Dr Stainsby, Meadow Court 

 

I wish to submit the following question; 

 

Please would the Chair clarify what steps are taken to ensure declaration of any 

potential conflict of interest by members of the Darras Hall Estates Committee or its 

Sub-Committees, and what procedures are in place should a conflict of interest arise. 

 

Answer 

 

It is the policy of Darras Hall Estate Committee and the employees of the Committee that 

they will not disclose confidential information belonging to, or obtained through their 

affiliation with the Committee to any person, including their relatives, friends, and 

business and professional associates, unless the Committee has authorized disclosure. This 

policy is not intended to prevent disclosure where disclosure is required by law. 

 

Confidentiality is the preservation of privileged information. Committee members and 

employees are cautioned to demonstrate professionalism, good judgment, and care at all 

times in handling any information related to Darras Hall Estate Committee to avoid 

unauthorized or improper disclosures of confidential information. 

 

While Committee members and employees are expected and encouraged to discuss the 

organization with one another and targeted publics, they shall not report opinions 

expressed in meetings, nor shall they report independently on Committee action, or engage 

in any communication that has not been approved by the Chairperson or that would 

not be supported by the Committee policy, procedures, or decisions. 

 

At the end of the Committee member’s or employee’s term or upon his/her retirement, 

resignation or removal from Darras Hall Estate Committee, he/she shall return, at Darras 

Hall Estate Committee’s request, all documents, papers, and other materials, regardless 

of medium, which may contain or be derived from confidential information, in his/her 

possession. 

 

It is expected that Committee members and employees , will not use trade secrets, client 

lists, or other confidential information acquired by virtue of being on the Committee, or 

an employee, even after they complete their service with Darras Hall Estate Committee. 

 

 



Question 11 – Mr Melton, Wentworth Court 

 

Around Darras Hall are various street lights obscured by tree growth, such that they 

give out little light in the dark and sometimes remain on during the day. 

 

One current example is a street light on Middle Drive near the Broadway roundabout 

which is almost totally hidden within a conifer. 

 

Who has responsibility to trim the trees, the tree owner? NCC? Can the Committee help 

to get some action here? 

 

Given the recent heavy showers, there are quite a few blocked drains in our roads. This, 

I assume is the responsibility of NCC, but how do we get them to take action? Does the 

Committee wield any influence? 

 

Finally, the ubiquitous problem of potholes - NCC again. Eastern Way between Middle 

Drive and Darras Road is particularly bad for a main thoroughfare. Any hope that NCC 

will deal with this? 

 

Answer 

 

It is the responsibility of the owner to trim any hedge or branches of trees that overhang   

onto the public highway. When the office receives such reports, we do write to the owner 

requesting that they cut back their hedge/branches of trees and do remind them that it is 

their  responsibility and if the necessary work is not carried out by themselves, it will be 

carried out by NCC at their expense. 

 

We encourage owners to raise issues directly with NCC via their online forms. 

 

 

 

 


